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Entryway / Foyer 
Preliminary Work 

 
 

130. Clean and polish hardwood flooring 

131. Professionally clean carpeting 

132. Thoroughly clean out the entryway closet. Leave only the coats you are currently wearing. To give the illusion of space,     
hang longer coats to each end and shorter jackets in the center. 

133. Add new hangers or colorful hooks 

134. Entryway is unobstructed 

135. Entryway is brightly lit 

136. Add a tri-light lamp to change the mood during day/night showings (day: bright / night: dim) 

137. If entryway is dark, consider painting walls a pale cream color to bounce some light 

138. Consider hanging a mirror along one wall to open up the space and give either a sense of depth or width (mirrors in 
foyers create an inviting and welcoming feel to buyers as they see their own reflection) 

139. Consider a small table 

140. If you have a table, make sure it is uncluttered 

141. Hang a favorite painting or framed print. Here, in the entryway, it will be easily viewed 

142. If you have a wall with a collection of interesting objects, consider setting it off with track lighting 

143. Repair any loose carpeting or slippery areas on the staircase 

144. Consider removing carpeting and painting the steps and adding a carpet runner up the middle 

145. Handrail on staircase is secure 

146. Staircase is free of clutter (this can be a safety issue) 

147. Upstairs landing is well lit and free of clutter 

148. Clean and polish hardwood flooring on upstairs landing and hallway 

149. Professionally clean carpeting on upstairs landing and hallway, or remove if badly stained 

150. Paint woodwork and doors a semi-gloss white enamel. This will give a fresh clean look, and will pick up color tones in 
your wall paint 

151. Clean all dirt and scuff marks from walls and doors 

152. Repair any chipped plaster 

153. Consider wallpapering or adding a wallpaper border to entryway and upstairs landing 

To Do 

Done 
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Finishing Touches – Staging – Icing on the cake!  
 

154. A colorful mat at the front door 

155. Space in the closet to hang the buyers coats 

156. A polished table with a bouquet of silk flowers 

157. A little basket on the table to hold mail (place an envelope or two in it for looks) 

158. Change the overhead light to a dimmer switch and dimmer bulb 

159. Mirrors giving the illusion of more space 

160. A hanging piece of stained glass in a sunny window 

161. Beautiful wallpaper border that carries color and pattern as far as the eye can see 

162. A tall vase of ornamental grasses 

163. If an old house, a framed piece of original wallpaper 

164. A set of small, framed botanical or floral prints on the staircase wall 

165. A little round or oval rug on the floor of the upstairs landing 

166. On the upstairs landing… a staged grouping consisting of a small table with a reading lamp and a selection of inter-
esting books, a pair of glasses resting on an open book, a rocking chair with a small colorful quilt draped across its back, 
and a basket of dried flowers on the floor beside the chair. 

 

Personal List of Additional Items Not Mentioned Above 


